BEST OF BEVERIDGE

AN ELEVATED
LIFESTYLE
With superior views, a convenient location, a growing
community and an expert team, Minton Place offers
a new level of living for Melbourne’s north.

For generations, Beveridge has been the ideal family environment,
offering both the serenity of a green setting and easy access to the
best of Melbourne’s north.
Now, rising above this rapidly growing residential destination
is Minton Place – a new neighbourhood with superb views, considered
design and everything in place for a beautiful future.

A PLACE
TO LIVE

A PLACE
TO SHARE

Minton Place combines urban convenience with family friendly
surrounds. Whether it’s the big back yards, local parks or nearby walking
and cycle paths, Minton Place has plenty of features to encourage
children to get out and about.
There is even a little touch of country nearby to motivate your family
to explore the great outdoors.

The town of Wallan is just a few minutes from Minton Place, with established
supermarkets, cafés, restaurants, medical centres and everything else a
family needs. Wallan Recreational Reserve and Hadfield Park provide wide
green spaces for running, riding and relaxing on weekends.

Beveridge

A PLACE
TO GROW
Minton Place captures the best of Beveridge. A new neighbourhood
located in the heart of Beveridge, it offers unrivalled vistas in all directions
and is walking distance to the existing primary school, future town centre
and railway station.
Minton Place also enjoys excellent connectivity. It offers direct access
to the Hume Freeway, has two train stations nearby at Donnybrook
and Wallan, and a proposed station for Beveridge itself less than a
kilometre away.

Wallan Train Station

Donnybrook Train Station

Located 42km from Melbourne, Beveridge is a town with a rich sense
of history. It was named after a sheep farmer, Andrew Beveridge, who
built the local inn in 1845. This historic building is still at the heart of
the community today, and is home to The Hunters Tryst - a quaint and
traditional tavern. There is also a post office and general store adjacent.
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Minton Pl Land
Sales Office

1km from future train
station and a short drive
to existing stations

A GROWING
COMMUNITY

AN ADDRESS
TO BE PROUD OF
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With the existing amenity of Wallan and the
growing amenity of Cloverton, including new
schools, shopping, dining, parks and community
centres, as well as the charming town of
Beveridge itself, Minton Place deliver the best
of Melbourne’s evolving north.
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01. Minton Place Sales Office
02. Golf Course & Restaurant
03. Hunters Tryst Tavern
04. Post Office
05. Beveridge Primary School
06. Beveridge Community Centre
07. Beveridge Reserve
08. Beveridge Tennis Court
09. Future State Primary School
10. Future State Secondary School
11. Future Non Government School
12. Future State Primary School
13. Future Convenient Store
14. Future School
15. Future Sports Reserve
16. Local Park

While best endeavours have been used to provide information that is
true and accurate, Minton Place, its consultants, agents and related
entities accept no responsibility and disclaim all liability in respect to
any errors or inaccuracies it may contain. Prospective purchasers should
make their own enquiries to verify the information contained herein.
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MELBOURNE CBD
50 MINUTES

KALKALLO
8 MINUTES

SOUTHERN CROSS
TRAIN STATION
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DONNYBROOK
TRAIN STATION
10 MINUTES

A PLACE WHERE
EVERYTHING
COMES TOGETHER

Minton Place Display Suite - Beveridge

COMMUNITY
DAY
We recently held the Minton Place Best of Beveridge
Community Day and couldn’t have asked for a better turnout.
Over 200 groups enjoyed the fun and a free day of entertainment
in a picturesque location that is genuinely delivering the best land
opportunity in Beveridge.

Project Partners:

AT A
GLANCE





42km from
Melbourne CBD with
great freeway access

10 mins away from train
stations and less than 1km
from future station

We bring together skills and resources that
create better development outcomes for our
residents and communities
With 40 years of history, Lauders Group is part of Melbourne’s property landscape.
We understand the significance of property in our lives and are passionate that all parties
involved in a transaction are rewarded for their investment, efforts and vision. Ultimately it’s about
enhancing the communities we create and contributing to the quality of life of those who live there.
Our key personnel have an extensive track record in the delivery of new housing estates
in Melbourne’s growth corridors and a diverse range of skills and qualifications including
urban planning, civil engineering, housing construction, sales and marketing, accounting and
business management.





Diverse local shopping
and amenities nearby

Close to an 18 hole
golf course





Walking distance
to Beveridge Primary and
5 planned schools within
a short drive

A growing family
friendly community and
close to future town
centre

This is shared success.
This is the Lauders experience.

lauders.com.au

Optimus Development Group, established in 2014, is a rapidly growing property developer and
investor with a fresh, European-influenced approach. In just over three years the Optimus portfolio
has expanded to four major cities – Melbourne, Sydney, Canberra and the Gold Coast.

optimusdevelopments.com.au

Please note that the material contained herein has been produced prior to detailed design and construction, is indicative only and does not constitute a representation by the Vendor, Agent,
or Vendor’s consultant in respect to the size, form, dimensions, specifications or layout of the lot or estate. The final product may change from that illustrated herein. Landscaping
is not included and is shown for illustration purposes only. Changes may be made to the detailed layouts during the development in accordance with the provisions of the contract of sale
or the building and or planning requirements or for compliance with relevant standards or codes. Prospective purchasers must make and rely on their own enquiries.

0439 846 990
sales@mintonplace.com.au
mintonplace.com.au

